
Meditation Action on the Democratic Convention in Wells Fargo
Center in Philadelphia 2016

Invoking the Energy of Synthesis:

Alignment
Focus in the Cave.
Take a deep breath align the vehicles and dedicate them to the service of the Plan. 

Link the three heart centers into a unified field of golden light. It is essential that this 
work be carried forward from and through a heart focused mind. 
  

Invoke and bring the three-part Soul (Super Conscious, Self-conscious and sub-
conscious) into the unified coherent field of Light within Heart Field.

Link the heart fields of the group into a unified whole.
 
Link with the Ashram of Synthesis.

See the three Masters, M, D.K. and R, standing in a field of Blue Fire. Name and link
with each one.

Link with the Higher Triangle of the Christ, the Avatar of Synthesis and the Planetary
Logos. For the purpose of bringing the actions of the Democratic Convention into 
right relation with the Divine Plan, we Invoke and stand receptive to the energy of 
Synthesis.

Reception
Stand in the Silence, 2-3 minutes receptive to the Inflow of the Synthesis Energy 
“The Synthesis Energy will be released in exact proportion to the group power 
potential in service” Ashramic Projections P. 175 

Distribution
Focused on the threshold of the Ashram of Synthesis in the Center of All Love, turn 
the attention toward the Wells Fargo Convention Center. 

Visualize the building and then the arena (the provided photos) in the Wells Fargo 
Center in which the Democratic Convention is meeting. 
 
Consciously direct the focused Synthesis energy through the roof, into the arena. 
See the energy as a pillar of pure coherent Light piercing the ceiling of the arena and
filling the entire space with White Light. Then see the Light collect it’s self into a 



radiant Torus of synthesis energy that fills the room sweeping all up into its central 
synthesizing vortex.

Hold this vision for up to 3 minutes.

Focus again on threshold of the Ashram and see the synthesizing torus of Light 
maintaining it presence and function within the room.

Reenergizing
Once the Synthesis energy torus has been established it can be reenergized at any 
time simply by bringing the vision of the torus in the Wells Fargo Arena into the 
mind’s eye and refreshing the link between the Higher Triangle of the Christ, the 
Avatar of Synthesis and the Planetary Logos and the torus field in the convention 
center. 

The images below are the Wells Fargo Center in Philadelphia
The second image is the inside of the arena set up for some kind of sport event. See, 
visualize the work to be none occurring in the center of the arena. The living torus of 
synthesis energy is seen as a radiant torus field near the top of the image.  


